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water resources people cand issues - arthur maass was born 24 july 1917 at baltimore, maryland, the son
of arthur leopold maass andselma (rosenheim) maass. he remained in ... maass has published other books and
studies, among them area and power: a theory of local government (1959), l . . and the desert shall professor
eugene z. stakhiv named usace iwr maass-white ... - arthur maass-gilbert white fellow for fiscal year
2015. this fellowship program was established in 2001 to honor ... dr. stakhiv went on to lead the washington
metropolitan area water supply study of the northeastern u.s. water supply (news) study (1973-75), and the
new york metropolitan area ... infrastructure needed to generate power in iraq ... 'neither peace nor
uniformity': local government in the ... - local government in the wisconsin constitution michael e.
libonati* ... arthur maass, division of powers: an areal analysis, in area and power 10, 14-18 (arthur maass ed.,
1959) (distinguishing between capital and areal division of power). 2007] marquette law review government.
the next issue is deciding what role, if any, the three 'neither peace nor uniformity': local government in
the ... - the northwest ordinance of 1787 fixed responsibility for regulating ... arthur maass, division of powers:
an areal analysis, in area and power 10, 14-marquette law review. 8 the § § § the ' '. ° ° '' '" ' local government?
& a § local government in the constitution theories and values of local government - 154 theories and
values of local government ... arthur maass and paul ylvisaker, in what remains the most exhaustive ... local
government promotes liberty in the sense, following montesquieu, that it is a division of powers on an area
basis which mitigates the power of the sovereign. it promotes equality in the political sense that it provides
malte j. rasch, arthur gretton, yusuke murayama, wolfgang ... - malte j. rasch,1 arthur gretton,
2yusuke murayama, ... the frequency power of bands in the high -range (40–90 hz) and information contained
in low-frequency oscillations ( 10 hz), where both phase and power mod- ... of a given cortical area as well as
its local intracortical processing, including the activity of excitatory and inhibitory ... the u.s. urban reform
movement and metropolitan government ... - in creating an area-wide government to replace multiple
units, metropolitan ... “a paper on administrative areas read before the fabian society” in arthur maass (ed.),
area and power: a theory of local government (glencoe, il: free press. 1959), appendix, pp 206-221 ... retaining
little power. in munro’s view, the boroughs were “mere ... local groundwater management effectiveness
in the colorado ... - local groundwater management effectiveness in the colorado and kansas ogallala region
. by ... 2. arthur maass & raymond l. anderson, ... and they shall rejoice: conflict, growth, and justice in arid
environments, (978); morag bell, the ... in the study area reveal that all are at a high point in activity. if black
power/white control - project muse - black power/white control john hall fish published by princeton
university press fish, hall. ... morton s. power and poverty. new york: oxford university press, 1970. banfield,
edward c. political influence. new york: free press, 1961. . the unheavenly city. ... the metropolitan area as a
racial prob ... ( metropology' revisited: on the political integration of ... - ( metropology' revisited: on
the political integration of metropolitan areas ken young for many years social scientists have used the term
'metro polis' when referring to the largest urban settlements. poli tical scientists were for a time prominent
among those scholars who studied metropolitan affairs, but the past few benefit-cost analysis: its
relevance to public investment ... - in a recent issue of this journal,' arthur maass urges a major revision in
the application of benefit-cost analysis to public invest- ment expenditures based on a substantive overhaul of
the ... and consent in water politics* - scholarshipw.duke - arthur maass has made the principal contribution. 2 such proposals as that of the first hoover commission, he points out, confront not merely error, but
entrenched political power. the evolution of the 1936 flood control act - arthur maass, one of the nation’s
leading authorities on water resources development, has called the 1936 ... hydroelectric power). thus the final
version of h.r. 8455 that ... area like flood control are seldom reversed once the law is set in place. the manner
in which our free society makes these the politics of river basin development - power imbalances, and
other impediments create frictions and distortions. and like ... and that classic study, arthur maass, muddy
waters: 'u-r army engineers and the nation's rivers (195i). the periodical literature on basin development ...
region and lead to expanded federal programs in the area.
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